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Abstract� This paper presents and analyzes a pattern search method for general
constrained optimization based on �lter methods for step acceptance� Roughly�
a �lter method accepts a step that either improves the objective function value
or the value of some function that measures the constraint violation� The new
algorithm does not compute or approximate any derivatives� penalty constants
or Lagrange multipliers� It reduces trivially to the Torczon GPS �generalized
pattern search� algorithm when there are no constraints� and indeed� it is for�
mulated here to reduce to the version of GPS designed to handle �nitely many
linear constraints if they are treated explicitly� A key feature is that it preserves
the useful division into search and poll steps� Assuming local smoothness� the
algorithm produces a KKT point for a problem related to the original problem�
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� Introduction

The generalized pattern search algorithm class �GPS� designed by Torczon ��� unify a wide
class of useful derivative�free algorithms for unconstrained optimization� Lewis and Torczon
extended the GPS framework to bound constrained optimization �	� and more generally for
problems with a �nite number of linear constraints ��� Audet and Dennis �� identify a
speci�c set of limit points that allow the application of Clarke�s ��� generalized derivatives�

to strengthen and simplify the Lewis and Torczon theory� No more smoothness is needed for
the general nonlinear programming algorithm presented here�

Assuming continuous di�erentiability� Lewis and Torczon also gave a satisfying theoretical
treatment of a derivative�free procedure to handle general constraints ���� In their procedure�
GPS for bound constraints is used to carry out the speci�ed inexact minimizations of the
sequence of augmented Lagrangian subproblems formulated by Conn� Gould� and Toint ����
Our algorithm is a direct GPS alternative to their method� but we do not claim that it is to
be preferred for every problem�

We extend the unconstrained GPS algorithm to general nonlinear programming problems
in a way that reduces transparently to GPS for unconstrained problems or for problems where
a subset of the constraints consisting of a �nite number of linear constraints are to be treated
directly by rejecting infeasible points for those constraints� We do this without the need for
any penalty constants or Lagrange multiplier estimates by formulating a step acceptance
rule based on �lter methods� This is a contribution to pattern search methods� but our
main interest is in using our algorithm as a meta algorithm in the surrogate management
framework for general nonlinear programming ���� Thus� a key issue for us is that we preserve
the division into search and poll steps of the statement of GPS given in ���� Another key
issue for us is to make assumptions on the problem functions that conform to the instances
we meet in practice� They may be discontinuous and even take on in�nite values�

Filter algorithms were introduced by Fletcher and Ley�er ��� as a way to globalize SQP
and SLP without using any merit function that would require a troublesome parameter
to be provided by the user for weighting the relative merits of improving feasibility and
optimality� A �lter algorithm introduces a function that aggregates constraint violations
and then treats the resulting biobjective problem� A step is accepted if it either reduces
the objective function or the constraint violation� Although this clearly is less parameter
dependent than a penalty function� still we acknowledge that specifying a constraint violation
function implies assigning relative weights to reducing each constraint�

Fletcher� Ley�er and Toint �
� show convergence of the �lter method that uses sequential
linear programming to suggest steps� Fletcher� Gould� Ley�er and Toint ��� show conver�
gence of the �lter method that uses sequential quadratic programming to suggest steps� In
both cases� convergence is to a point satisfying Fritz John optimality conditions ���� Thus�
previous �lter algorithms require explicit use of the derivatives of both the objective and the
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constraints� They also require more than simple decrease to accept a step�

We suggest a derivative�free pattern search version of the �lter approach that converges
using any user�de�ned �nite search procedure to suggest steps� as long as that is successful�
and falls back on a special poll step when the user de�ned procedure stalls� Our algorithms
preserves the desirable GPS property of requiring only simple decrease�

Pattern search methods are appropriate when some of the functions de�ning the problem
are given as black boxes that do not guarantee enough accuracy to approximate derivatives�
or� when the user would rather not �nd only the nearby local optimizer found by derivative�
based methods� but instead is willing to use some function values to explore the domain more
thoroughly� We use the term �semi�global�� rather than �global�� for this common situation
because for a black box function global optimization is impossible� even to the point that if
we had the global optimum we could not know it ���� A feature of our algorithm useful for
semi�global optimization is that it will move away from most constrained local optimizers�

Pattern search methods are generally useful for both these cases� and they are supported
by a growing body of theory� In the papers cited above� Torczon showed that GPS methods
produce a limit point for which the gradient of the objective function is zero� and Lewis
and Torczon showed that their adaptations produce a Karush�Kuhn�Tucker point for bound
constrained and linearly constrained problems under standard constraint quali�cations� For
general constraints� we will not be able to prove such strong results� but we do not require
derivatives to de�ne subproblems� and our approach is suited to the use of surrogates that
do not match derivatives�

We show that our pattern search �lter class of algorithms guarantees subsequence conver�
gence to points� which� if the functions are locally smooth� are �rst�order critical points� We
identify a perturbed problem for which such a limit point satis�es KKT conditions� Without
going into the technical aspects of this KKT result here� the generators of the cone in which
we can guarantee the negative objective gradient to lie depend on the search directions we
use� Since we have no derivatives to guide our choice of pattern search directions� our results
seem appropriate� We do not use Lagrange multipliers or linearized constraints� Thus� we
do not need any constraint quali�cations�

The optimization problem considered in this paper is

min
x��n

f�x�

s�t� C�x� � 	

where f � �n � �� f�g and C � �n � �� � f�g�m are functions with C � �c�� � � � � cm�T �
The feasible region is denoted by ��

The paper is divided as follows� In Sections � and � we present a brief description of
pattern search and �lter algorithms� Then� in Section � we present and begin the analysis of
a new algorithm that combines their features� Speci�cally� without any smoothness assump�
tions on the problem� we show the existence of some promising limit points� In Section ��
we show that if the constraint violation is a locally smooth function at such a limit point�
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then it satis�es �rst order optimality conditions� and if the objective is locally smooth there�
then we provide a perturbed KKT result�

In Section �� we make three main points through illustrative examples� We show the value
of a �lter method as opposed to a �barrier� method� which sets f�x� � � if x �� �� ��� ���
We show the advantages for our algorithm of a squared �� over an �� measure of constraint
violations� and we show that our KKT result is tight� These examples show the strength and
limitations of our approach� We do not give any of the numerical results we have generated
because all they show is that the method is satisfactorily robust� and that indeed �� is more
robust than �� to measure infeasibility in this context� In our approach� e�ciency is the job
of the search procedure�

� Pattern search algorithms

Pattern search algorithms for unconstrained minimization generate a sequence of iterates
fxkg in �n with nonincreasing objective function values� At each iteration� the objective
function is evaluated at a �nite number of points on a mesh �a discrete subset of �n de�ned
below� to try to �nd one that yields a lower objective function value than the feasible
incumbent� Any strategy may be used to select the mesh points that are to be candidates
for the next iteration� as long as only a �nite number of points �possibly none� are selected�
This is called the search step� Before declaring the iteration unsuccessful� re�ning the
mesh� and setting xk�� � xk� it is required that the neighboring mesh points be polled to
see if any one yields a lower function value� Only after a failed poll of the neighbors can an
iteration be declared unsuccessful� The situation for our constrained version is going to be
a bit more complex� but it is consistent in spirit�

The reader may wonder why we do not simply include the set of neighbors in the poll
step in the search step� The reason is that this would require every search step to compute
O�n� function values� regardless of how cleverly the user might de�ne it� and our experience
is that our users understand their problems and implement clever searches� which greatly
enhance the quality of the �nal solution and the e�ciency of the overall algorithm�

If the unconstrained iteration is successful� then the new point xk�� �� xk has a strictly
lower objective function value� the mesh size parameter is kept the same or increased� and
the process is reiterated� Indeed� as long as the search steps are succeeding� one would
likely choose trial points on a coarser submesh than the current mesh� Our experience with
surrogate�based search steps is that a great deal of progress can be made with few function
values� and O�n� function values are needed only for unsuccessful poll steps� which indicate
that the mesh needs to be re�ned�

The following notation will be useful for the constrained algorithm to be given later� Let
S be a �nite set of positive spanning matrices in �n� i�e�� the non negative linear combinations
of their columns span �n� Moreover� for technical convergence reasons� assume that every
column of each positive spanning matrix is be constructed from a single basis matrix and
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from a �nite set of integer generating matrices �see Torczon ��� for the formal de�nition
of the basis and generating matrices�� The current mesh Mk is de�ned through the lattices
spanned by the matrices of S� Mk � fxk � �kSz � z � ZnS � S � Sg� where �k � 	 is the
mesh size parameter� and nS is the number of columns of the matrix S�

Before declaring an iteration unsuccessful� the objective function must be evaluated at
the mesh points that neighbor some selected point on the mesh� In the unconstrained case
this poll center is xk� the current iterate� However in the �lter algorithm we will present� we
may not poll about the current iterate� but instead we will poll about some possibly di�erent
pk on its own current mesh� This de�nes the poll set Pk � fpk � �ks � s � Skg for some
positive spanning matrix Sk � S� and where s � Sk signi�es that s is a column of the matrix
Sk �we will refer to pk � �ks as polling in the direction s�� Thus the points of the poll set
are the neighbors of pk on its own current mesh�

If the iteration is unsuccessful� then the mesh is re�ned� More precisely� �k�� is set to
�m

�

k �k for 	 � �m
�

k �  where � �  is a rational number that remains constant over all
iterations and m�

k � � is an integer bounded below by �mmax � 	�

If the iteration is successful� then the mesh parameter is updated �k�� 	 �k� One may
choose to coarsen the search to carry out far reaching and inexpensive search steps� In
this case� one searches on a submesh coarsened by the rule �m

�
k �k for some �m

�
k 	  where

m�
k 	 	 is an integer bounded above by mmax 	 	�

By modifying the mesh size parameters this way� it follows that for any k 	 	� there exists
an integer rk � Z such that �k � � rk��� and the next iterate xk�� can always be written as
x� �

Pk

i�� �iSizi for some zi in ZnSi � This observation� together with the de�nition of the
positive spanning matrices� will be essential to the proof of Theorem ����

We denote by Tk the set of trial points that may be explored at iteration k� This set
contains all the search points obtained by the search strategy as well as the poll set� In a
successful iteration� one may stop evaluating the function at points in Tk as soon as a new
iterate is found�

� Filter algorithms

Filter algorithms treat the optimization problem as biobjective � one wishes to minimize
both the objective function f and a nonnegative continuous aggregate constraint violation
function h� Filter algorithms attempt to minimize both functions� but clearly priority must
be given to h� at least until a feasible iterate is found� Fletcher et al� ���� �
� and ��� do this
via a restoration phase� and this priority appears also in our algorithm in the de�nition of
the poll set�

The terminology used in this paper di�ers slightly from Fletcher et al��s� Our notation is
more compact for our class of algorithms� and so it simpli�es the presentation of our results�
In addition� since our plan is soon to provide a truly multiobjective GPS algorithm� it is
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best to conform to standard terminology in multiobjective optimization�

Fletcher et al��s de�nition of dominance makes it a re�exive relation� which simpli�es the
de�nition of a �lter� but we will forgo that convenience to adhere to standard multiobjective
terminology� The point is that the reader familiar with the �lter literature should read this
section carefully� We will end up with almost the standard notion of a �lter� but we will
de�ne it slightly di�erently using the standard multiobjective notion of dominance� For a
pair of vectors w�w�� with �nite components� w dominates w�� written w 
 w�� if and only if
wi � w�i for each i� and w �� w�� Since we allow our problem functions to take on the value
�� we will make the convention that any vector whose components are all �nite dominates
any vector with an in�nite component� We will use w � w� to indicate that either w 
 w��
or that w � w�� which is the notion of dominance used in earlier �lter papers�

The constraint violation function always satis�es the following properties� h�x� 	 	� and
h�x� � 	 if and only if x is feasible �and thus h�x� � 	 if and only if x is infeasible�� For
example� we could set h�x� � kC�x��k where k � k is a vector norm� We show in Section �
that the more locally smooth h is� the better it is able to exploit the positive spanning sets
that are used� Our analysis and the examples in Section � indicate that h�x� � kC�x�k�� is
a sound choice� By convention� h�x� � � if any component of C�x� is in�nite�

There should be no confusion with de�ning a special meaning of dominance for the vector
arguments of our problem functions h� f � and this will simplify our terminology rather than
to use some other symbol like� 
�h�f�� Thus� a point xk � �n is said to dominate x � �n�
xk 
 x if and only if �h�xk�� f�xk��T 
 �h�x�� f�x��T � Two points are equivalent if they
generate an identical pair of h and f values� As above� x � x� indicates that either x 
 x��
or x and x� are equivalent�

A �lter F is a �nite set of points in �n such that no pair x� x� in the �lter are in the
relation x 
 x�� A point x� is said to be �ltered if either x�  x for some x � F � or if
h�x�� 	 hmax for some positive �nite upper bound hmax on allowable aggregate infeasibility�
or if it is feasible and its objective function value is greater than or equal to the feasible
incumbent value fF �i�e�� the least function value found so far at a feasible solution�� It is
un�ltered otherwise� Of course� the �rst feasible point with a �nite value of f we have is
automatically the initial feasible incumbent solution� The set of �ltered points F is denoted
in standard notation as�

F �
�
x�F

fx� � x�  xg � fx� � h�x�� 	 hmaxg � fx� � h�x�� � 	� f�x�� 	 fF g�

Observe that our notation implies that the current incumbent solution is �ltered at the
current iteration� This means that trial points that tie the incumbent�s functions values do
not produce a successful iteration�

Un�ltered points are accepted as they are generated� and �ltered ones are rejected� Fea�
sible ones improve the incumbent value fF � and infeasible ones are added to F � Whether a
point is �ltered can depend on when it is generated� This temporal property causes �block�
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ing entries� ���� In order to avoid the problem of blocking entries� the �lter contains only
infeasible points� The incumbent feasible solution is treated separately�

� A pattern search �lter algorithm

We now de�ne our algorithm� which is a pattern search� but the test for accepting a successful
iterate is not solely based on the decrease of the objective function value when there are
constraints� The notion of successful iteration is de�ned using the current �lter� We assume
that we start with at least one point with a �nite value of f and h� We do not accept any
points for which either value is in�nite�

��� Algorithm

As in the pattern search algorithms presented in Section �� each iteration produced by our
method is either declared successful or unsuccessful� Successful ones are those where an
un�ltered trial point is found� The search and poll step may be terminated without any
more function or constraint evaluations if such a point is found� Unsuccessful iterations are
those where all trial points are �ltered� thus they leave the �lter unmodi�ed� The mesh size
parameter is either increased or kept constant in successful iterations� and it is decreased in
unsuccessful ones� Unlike Fletcher et al��s �lter algorithms� there is no �envelope� added to
the �lter to guarantee su�cient decrease� We will postpone an explanation of the explicit
treatment of some linear constraints because the algorithm is the same�

We de�ne two types of incumbent solutions� the feasible ones� and the most feasible
infeasible ones �see Figure �� Let fFk represent the feasible incumbent value� i�e�� the smallest
objective function value �for feasible solutions� found by the algorithm up to iteration k� Let
hIk � 	 be the least positive constraint violation function value found up to iteration k�
and let f Ik denote the smallest objective function value of the points found whose constraint
violation function value are equal to hIk� The superscript F stands for feasible and I for
infeasible� Our �lter algorithm does not have a su�cient decrease condition� Any un�ltered
trial point �i�e�� not in F� guarantees a successful iteration�

The poll set for any iteration is the set of mesh neighbors of pk� The poll center pk is
either chosen in the set of feasible incumbent solutions� or it must be one of the most feasible
infeasible incumbent solutions� The current iterate xk is used to seed the search step� and
the poll center is used for the poll step�

Note that there will usually be a single value in each of the sets of incumbents� This
means that pk either satis�es �h�pk�� f�pk�� � �	� fFk �� or� �h�pk�� f�pk�� � �hIk� f

I
k �� Our class

of algorithms and their analysis are completely �exible about the choice between these two
alternative poll centers pk at a given iteration� It is up to the user to select the strategy
de�ning the poll center� This �exibility may seem tedious to the reader of this paper� but
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Feasible region� � � fx � �n � h�x� � 	g
Trial set� Tk
Filtered points� Fk

Successful iterations� Tk n Fk �� �
Unsuccessful iterations� Tk � Fk

Figure � The three possible types of iterations�

the user may have a clear preference based on the results of the search� Also� there is meant
to be in this �exibility some reasonable approach to constraint tolerances�

Even if we already have a feasible incumbent solution� we may wish to poll around one
of the least infeasible points� which might have a lower objective function value� in order to
try to �nd and explore a di�erent part of the feasible region �� Also� this is what allows our
�lter algorithm to avoid stalling in Lewis and Torczon �	� example� which is detailed here
in Section ���

The most useful successful iterations are those that produce an un�ltered feasible iterate
xk��� This improves the feasible incumbent value to fFk�� � f�xk��� � fFk � Then there are
the successful iterations that do not produce a feasible iterate� but improve the most feasible
infeasible incumbent solution� either both 	 � hIk�� � h�xk��� � hIk and f Ik�� � f�xk��� or
both hIk�� � hIk and f Ik�� � f�xk��� � f Ik � Finally there are the other successful iterations�
They leave the incumbents unchanged hFk�� � hFk � h

I
k�� � hIk and f Ik�� � fFk � but they add

some elements to the �lter�

The unsuccessful iterations usually require more function evaluations than successful
ones� These iterations are such that all points in the trial set Tk are �ltered� Regardless of
the feasibility of xk� if the iteration is unsuccessful� the next iterate xk�� is set to xk� and
the mesh size parameter is decreased� �k�� � �k� The next poll center pk�� need not be
�xed to pk�

Our algorithm for constrained optimization is stated formally below� We allow for the
fact that in some applications� a set of initial points with �nite values of f and h may be
available from solving similar problems� and they can used to seed the �lter� Without any
loss of generality we assume that any such points� or at least the undominated ones� are on
the initial mesh and that they have been ��ltered� to be consistent with our initialization
step in the sense that x� will not be �ltered by the other seed points� An easy way to assure
this would be to take x� to be the most feasible seed point and to break ties by taking one
with the smallest objective function value�






A standard trick in engineering design when seed designs are available is to go further
and make linear combinations of the seed points be the new design space �see e�g�� Vander�
plaats ����� This certainly makes sense� can lead to a big reduction in the dimension of the
search space� and it makes the initial mesh be de�ned by the seed points in a simple way�

Algorithm

� Initialization�
Let x� be an undominated point of a set of initial solutions� Include all these solutions
in the �lter F�� together with hmax � h�x��� Fix �� � 	 and set the iteration counter
k to 	�

� Definition of incumbent solutions�
De�ne �if possible�
fFk � the smallest objective function value for all feasible solutions found so far 
hIk � 	� the least positive constraint violation function value found so far 
f Ik � the smallest objective function value of the points found so far whose constraint
violation function value are equal to hIk�

� Search and poll steps�
Perform the search and possibly the poll steps �or only part of the steps� until
an un�ltered trial point xk�� is found� or when it is shown that all trial points are
�ltered by Fk�
� Search step� Evaluate the functions h and f on a set of trial points on the

current mesh Mk �the strategy that gives the set of points is usually provided
by the user��

� Poll step� Evaluate the functions h and f on the poll set around pk� where pk
satis�es either �h�pk�� f�pk�� � �	� fFk � or �h�pk�� f�pk�� � �hIk� f

I
k ��

� Parameter update�
If the search or the poll step produced an un�ltered iterate xk�� � Fk��� then
declare the iteration successful and update �k�� 	 �k�
Otherwise� set xk�� � xk� declare the iteration unsuccessful and update �k�� � �k�
Increase k � k �  and go back the de�nition of the incumbents�

It is understood in the algorithm that the �lter Fk�� is constructed at iteration k by
adding all infeasible un�ltered points �with respect to Fk� found during the search and
poll on Tk� Moreover� points now dominated by new points are removed from Fk���

In pattern search algorithms� one role of the poll step is to guarantee convergence�
This is why it is rigidly de�ned through the positive spanning sets� In practice� the largest
improvements in the incumbent solution are obtained in the search step �e�g�� see ��� where
a surrogate of an expensive function is constructed�� The search step is usually the one
that drives the iterates away from a local optimum� In a search implementation� it might
be a good idea to try some points that are near points of the �lter� Paul Frank made the
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interesting suggestion that search might include polling around the next most feasible �lter
point� i�e�� x � Fk with the least value of h�x� � hI � The objective here again is to attempt
to �nd and then explore a di�erent part of the feasible region�

��� In�nite re�nement of the mesh

In this section� we will identify a set of limit points of the algorithm that exist even without
assuming any problem smoothness� We need only that all the problem functions are �nite
at x�� Later we will show some optimality conditions hold at these limit points for which
the problem is locally smooth�

The convergence analysis of our algorithm is based on the standard �see ���� ���� �
�
and ���� assumption that all trial points produced by the algorithm lie in a compact set� A
consequence of this is that since the mesh size parameter does not decrease at successful
iterations ��k�� 	 �k�� then it follows that there can only be a �nite number of consecutive
successful iterations�

We will be concerned here only with the poll centers pk about which some unsuccessful
poll directions were tried� even if others were successful� Remember that unsuccessful iter�
ations are those at which complete polling about pk failed and the mesh size parameter is
reduced ��k�� � �k��

Our �rst result is that there is a subsequence of iterations for which the mesh size
parameter goes to zero� In order to prove it we require the following lemma from Torczon ���
or Audet and Dennis ���

Lemma ��� The mesh size parameters �k are bounded above by a positive constant inde�
pendent of the iteration number k�

Combining this lemma with the assumption that all iterates lie in a compact set implies
the following result� Its proof is omitted since it is identical to that of the same result in
Torczon ����

Theorem ��� The mesh size parameters satisfy lim inf
k���

�k � 	�

Since the mesh size parameter shrinks only at unsuccessful iterations� Theorem ��� guar�
antees that there are in�nitely many unsuccessful iterations� An unsuccessful iteration k is
such that the entire trial set �which includes the poll set� is �ltered� Therefore� for each di�
rection s � Sk there exists some element x in the �lter Fk such that both f�pk ��ks� 	 f�x�
and h�pk � �ks� 	 h�x�� Clearly then� the unsuccessful poll centers have limit points� We
will study them in the next section�

We introduce the following de�nition to identify the unsuccessful polling directions for
which we can draw conclusions� We will make the convention� which is implied by the
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algorithm� that for pk to be a poll center implies that polling was at least initiated at
iteration k� although polling may have been successful in �nding a better point� thus making
the iteration successful�

De�nition ��	 A convergent subsequence of poll centers fpkgk�K �for some subset of indices
K� is said to be a re�ning subsequence if limk�K �k � 	� A polling direction s � �n is said to
be associated with the re�ning subsequence if for every term of the subsequence� the poll step
pk � �ks did not produce an un�ltered point� A positive spanning set consisting of directions
associated with a given re�ning subsequence is said to be an associated positive spanning set�

Most of the results in this paper deal with limit points of re�ning subsequences and their
associated directions� The following results shows the existence of interesting points and
directions�

Lemma ��� There exist re�ning subsequences of poll centers� Any re�ning subsequence
fpkgk�K for unsuccessful iterations has at least one limit point !x and at least one associated
positive spanning set !S�

Proof� Theorem ��� guarantees that there exists a subsequence of iterations whose mesh
size parameter goes to zero� Moreover� the assumption that all trial points �thus all poll
centers� are in a compact set implies the �rst part of the result�

To prove the second part� we �rst note that � only decreases after a completely un�
successful poll step in directions constituting a positive spanning set� Thus� there exists a
re�ning subsequence consisting of such poll centers� Finiteness of the set of positive spanning
sets S ensures that at least one of them is associated with that re�ning subsequence�

� Optimality conditions

Note that not every re�ning subsequence has an associated direction� much less an associated
positive spanning set� However all of them do except for the unlikely event that a re�ning
subsequence might have been successful in its �rst polling direction every time� The �niteness
of the set of all vectors in any member of S does guarantee at least one associated direction
for any other re�ning subsequence since there would have had to be at least one unsuccessful
direction tried at every term of the re�ning subsequence� Furthermore� as in the last result
of the previous section� it is the re�ning subsequences for which the corresponding poll steps
resulted in unsuccessful iterations that are certain to have associated positive spanning sets�
Thus� the reader may wonder why we do not restrict ourselves to consider limit points of
unsuccessful re�ning sequences� The answer is that when the f and h are smooth at !x�
then the more lenient and general de�nition enriches the set of directions whose polar cone
contains �rf�!x� �see Corollary �����

	



We will begin with results that only consider the behavior of h� and then move on to
complete our results by considering the e�ect of the �lter on the objective function f �

��� Results for the constraint violation function

At this point� we have shown the existence of limit points of re�ning subsequences of the
algorithm without any assumptions on the objectives or constraints except that the values
f�x�� and h�x�� are both �nite� Now we will show that if f and h are smooth in a neighbor�
hood of such a limit point !x� then it has certain optimality properties� As in ��� Clarke�s ���
generalized derivatives are the key to our convergence analysis� To use this powerful tool�
we assume from here on that h is Lipschitz near such a limit point� i�e�� that h is Lipschitz
in a neighborhood of !x�

Theorem 
�� Let !x be the limit point of a re�ning subsequence fpkgk�K with associated
direction s� The generalized directional derivative of h at !x in the direction s is nonnegative�
i�e�� h��!x s� 	 	�

Proof� If the limit point !x of the subsequence fpkgk�K is feasible� then h�!x� � 	 and
nonnegativity of the function h implies the result for the associated direction s�

Consider the case where !x is infeasible and h�pk � �ks� �� 	 for each k in a subset K � of
K� From Clarke ���� we have by de�nition of the generalized directional derivative that�

h��!x s� � lim sup
y��x� t��

h�y � ts�� h�y�

t
	 lim sup

k�K�

h�pk � �ks�� h�pk�

�k

�

For each k � K �� the quotient h�pk�	ks��h�pk�
	k

is nonnegative since the poll step pk � �ks is
unsuccessful� Thus the limit superior of the right�hand side is nonnegative�

Note that if the function h is regular at !x then the usual directional derivative h��x s�
exists and coincides with the generalized directional derivative�

The last result has the following easy corollary� in which we still assume that h is Lipschitz
near !x� and in addition� that the generalized gradient of h at !x is a singleton� This is
equivalent to assuming that h is strictly di�erentiable at !x �see ���� Proposition ���� or
Proposition �������

Corollary 
�� Let !x be the limit point of a re�ning subsequence fpkgk�K with an associated
positive spanning set !S� If h is strictly di�erentiable at !x then rh�!x� � 	�

Proof� Again from ���� if h is strictly di�erentiable at !x� then h��!x w� � rh�!x�Tw for any
direction w �� 	� Now by Theorem ��� for each si � !S� 	 � h��!x si� � rh�!x�Tsi� Thus� if we
write w as a nonnegative linear combination of the elements of !S� then we see immediately





that rh�!x�Tw 	 	� But the same construction for �w shows that �rh�!x�Tw 	 	 and so
rh�!x� � 	�

This means that using h��x� � kC�x��k
�
� gives nice results since it is continuously di�er�

entiable whenever C is �see Dennis� El Alem and Williamson ��� for a compact formulation
of rh��� Our preliminary tests indicate that it works better than other common choice� at
least for SQP� of h��x� � kC�x��k�� Thus� the question arises as to the di�erentiability
of h�� The answer� which implies that it is rarely strictly di�erentiable at !x� is given by
the following result� In Section ��� we will see an example showing the cost of this lack of
smoothness�

Proposition 
�	 If C is regular at every x� then so is h�� Let V �x� � fi � ci�x� � 	g and
A�x� � fi � ci�x� � 	g be the violated and active sets at x� Then the generalized gradients
are related by

	h��x� �
X

i�V �x�

	ci�x� �

��
�
X
i�A�x�


i�i � 
i � �	� �� �i � 	ci�x�� i � A�x�

��
� �

The generalized directional derivatives of h� and C in a direction w at x are related by

h���x w� �
X
i�V �x�

c�i �x w� �
X
i�A�x�

�c�i �x w����

Thus� if C is strictly di�erentiable at x� then

h���x w� �
X

i�V �x�

rci�x�Tw �
X
i�A�x�

�rci�x�Tw���

Proof� The proof follows from various results in ���� and some simple observations� Clarke�s
Propositions ����� and ����� guarantee that ci�x�� thus h��x� are regular at x whenever
ci�x� is�

The third corollary to Proposition ����� implies that 	h��x� �
P

i 	ci�x��� where this
means all possible sums of an element from each 	ci�x��� Propositions ����� implies that

	ci�x�� �

��
�

	ci�x� if ci�x� � 	�
cof	ci�x�� 		�x�g � f
i�i � 
i � �	� �� �i � 	ci�x�g if ci�x� � 	�
		�x� � f	g if ci�x� � 	�

where co denotes the convex hull�

The generalized directional derivative in any direction w can be written� h���x w� �P
i�ci�x w����� If ci�x� � 	 then �ci�x w���� � maxfwT � � � � 	ci�x�g � c�i �x w�� If

�



ci�x� � 	 then �ci�x w���� � maxfwT � � � � 		�x�g � 	� And if ci�x� � 	� then

�ci�x w���� � maxfwT� � � � 	ci�x��g

� max
	
wT� � � � f
i�i � 
i � �	� �� �i � 	ci�x�g



�

�
	 if maxfwT �i � 	ci�x�g � 	

maxfwT�i � 	ci�x�g otherwise

� �maxfwT�i � 	ci�x�g�� � �c�i �x w����

The last part of the result follows by de�nition of strict di�erentiability�

Note that the above result could be slightly rewritten by using one�sided directional
derivatives instead of generalized directional derivatives� Indeed� if C is regular at x� then
c�i �x w� coincides with the one�sided directional derivative c�i�x w�� and h���x w� coincides
with h���x w��

Having the form of h���!x w� allows us to prove as much as we can expect� if not as
much as we would like� about the feasibility of !x as de�ned above� In particular� we can
show that the algorithm with constraint violation function h� produces limit points at which
directional �rst order conditions hold for feasibility or for a local minimum of h��x�� This
is another reason we prefer the square norm h� to measure the constraint violation for our
�lter algorithm�

��� Results for the objective function

We have shown above that the limit point for a re�ning subsequence generated by the
algorithm satis�es local optimality conditions for the constraint violation function� We now
derive some results for the objective function� The following theorem gives some conditions
that guarantee that the generalized directional derivative in an associated direction is zero�
For the remainder of the paper we will assume that f is Lipschitz near the limit point in
question�

Theorem 
�� Let !x be the limit point of a re�ning subsequence fpkgk�K with associated
direction s� If h�pk� � h�pk � �ks� for each k in K� then f��!x s� 	 	�

Proof� Suppose by contradiction that f��!x s� � 	� Since f is Lipschitz near !x� then

lim supk�K
f�pk�	ks��f�pk�

	k
is bounded above by the negative value f��!x s� and it follows that

f�pk � �ks� � f�pk� for large k in K� Therefore� for these large indices� the assumption
that h�pk� � h�pk � �ks� implies that the iteration is successful since pk � �ks dominates
the poll center pk� This is a contradiction�

The result does not hold if h�pk� � h�pk � �ks�� This is illustrated by the example in
Section ���� Also� since the poll step in the direction s is unsuccessful at iteration k� then it
is impossible that h�pk� � h�pk � �ks� � 	�

�



Theorem ��� holds for any associated direction s� This means that one of the advantage
of using a large number of positive spanning directions is that the set of associated directions
will be larger�

An obvious corollary to this result is that this local optimality condition necessarily holds
at limit points interior to the feasible region�

Corollary 
�
 Let !x be the limit point of a re�ning subsequence fpkgk�K and s an associated
direction� If !x is strictly feasible� then f��!x s� 	 	�

Proof� If !x is strictly feasible� then there exists an  � 	 such that h�x� � 	 for every x
satisfying kx� !xk � � If k � K is large enough� then both h�pk� � 	 and h�pk � �ks� � 	�
Theorem ��� applies and yields the result�

The next result shows which problem we have solved� or at least found a KKT point for�
As an example in the next section will show� it does not necessarily have the same solution
as the problem we set out to solve� Of course� this result is pessimistic because a key point
in our analysis is to provide maximum �exibility in the search step� Indeed� the price we
pay for this important practical consideration is that although we can not assume the search
step gives us any help� we are limited in what we can prove by the possibility for an unlucky
search procedure to �nd an un�ltered point that causes a later step to be �ltered when it
would have been advantageous� Consequently� we believe that in this paper we have proved
as much as we can without hypotheses on the search step� For speci�c application domains�
this may be a fruitful direction for future research�

We cannot guarantee with this algorithm that when !x is on the boundary of the feasible
region �� �rf�!x� belongs to the normal cone N
�!x� to the feasible region at !x �this cone is
also the polar of the tangent cone T
�!x� to the feasible region at !x�� However� this second
corollary provides a cone that contains N
�!x� as well as �rf�!x�� This result is illustrated
in Section ��

Corollary 
�� Let Cs be the cone generated by all the associated directions of all re�ning
subsequences that converge to the limit point !x and that satisfy the conditions of Theorem 	�
�
If f is strictly di�erentiable at !x� then �rf�!x� belongs to the polar C�

s of Cs�

Proof� Theorem ��� guarantees that f��!x s� 	 	 for any vector s that generates Cs� Strict
di�erentiability of f ensures that rf�!x�T s 	 	� From the de�nition of Cs any vector y
from !x pointing into Cs is a nonnegative linear combination of these associated directions�
which means that rf�!x�Ty 	 	� The result follows from the de�nition of a polar cone�
�rf�!x� � C�

s � fx � �n � xTy � 	 �y � Cg�

By using a �lter based step acceptance criterion� we have overcome a di�culty in apply�
ing pattern search algorithms to constrained optimization� Speci�cally� that the objective
function descent directions in the positive spanning set S may be infeasible� Lewis and Tor�
czon �	� give an example where a non�lter based version of the pattern search algorithm

�



stalls �all subsequent iterations are unsuccessful� when the positive spanning matrix is poorly
chosen at a feasible point where the gradient of f is not zero�

The following result shows that� under assumptions on the smoothness of the functions�
our algorithm will not stall at any point x for which rf�x� �� 	 regardless of the choice of
positive spanning set� The implication is that there eventually will be a successful iteration
that will move the poll center away from the current one� This is an essential ingredient of
any method with ambitions to �nd more than a single local minimizer�

Proposition 
�� Let h Lipschitz near the poll center pk and f be strictly di�erentiable at
pk� If rf�pk� �� 	� then there cannot be in�nitely many consecutive unsuccessful poll steps
around pk�

Proof� Assume that rf�pk� �� 	 and that there are in�nitely many consecutive unsuccessful
poll steps around pk� Let s be an associated direction of the �constant� subsequence of
unsuccessful poll centers such that rf�pk�T s � 	� Let f be such that f�pk � �s� � f�pk�
whenever 	 � � � f �

First consider the case where pk is feasible� Since h is Lipschitz near pk we can de�ne
h � 	 to be such that h�pk � �s� � hIk whenever 	 � � � h �hIk is equal to hmax if Fk is
empty�� Thus� when 	 � �� � minff � hg polling around p� � pk is successful� which is a
contradiction�

Consider now the case where pk is infeasible� If Fk � fpkg� then since h is Lipschitz near
pk we can de�ne h � 	 to be such that 	 � h�pk � �s� � hmax whenever 	 � � � h�
Otherwise� Fk is not a singleton and since h is Lipschitz near pk we can de�ne h � 	 to
be such that 	 � h�pk � �s� � "h whenever 	 � � � h� where "h is the optimal value
of minx�Fkfh�x� � h�x� � h�pk�g� Therefore if 	 � �� � minff � hg then polling around
p� � pk is successful� which is a contradiction�

��� Remaining feasible for linear constraints

When some of the constraints are linear� it is frequently advantageous to treat them sep�
arately from the others and to ask that every iterate satisfy those linear constraints� This
is especially true of linear equality or bound constraints� For any derivative�free algorithm�
one should surely use linear equality constraints to eliminate variables� This means for us
that the mesh would be constructed in the linear manifold de�ned by the linear equality
constraint�

It is simple to remain feasible with respect to a �nite number of linear constraints� i�e�� to
remain in a polyhedron X de�ned by those constraints� and to treat the remaining constraints
by our �lter algorithm� Speci�cally� we apply the algorithm not to f � but to the function
fX � f � �X� where �X is the indicator function for X� It is zero on X and � elsewhere�

�



This automatically handles the selected linear constraints the same way as in �	�� ��
and ��� Moreover� the algorithm can take into account the geometry of the region X just
as suggested by these references� i�e�� when the poll center is within a given tolerance of a
point x� on the boundary of X� then the positive spanning directions that de�ne the poll set
are chosen to contain the ones that span the tangent cone to X at x� �see �� for a precise
way of identifying these directions��

The other nonlinear constraints would be handled by the �lter as described in the previous
sections� The constraint violation function h need only be de�ned with respect to the
nonlinear constraints� �i�e�� using � and not X�� We assume that the initial iterate x� is in
the polyhedron X and that fX�x�� and h�x�� are both �nite�

With this version of the algorithm� the results of Section �� for the minimization of
the constraint violation function and Section ��� for the objective function still hold for the
function f � even if the minimization is done with respect to fX � As above� the quality of
the solution at the resulting limit point !x would depend of the smoothness of the function f
there� and not of the smoothness of fX � which is not even Lipschitz on the boundary of X�

The reason is that taking positive spanning sets to contain the directions de�ned in ��
near the boundary of X yields limit points !x at which the candidates for associated directions
that span the cone Cs include directions that span the cone tangent to X at !x�

We have carefully veri�ed that there is no snag in this approach� but there seems little
reason to burden the reader with the rather unenlightening veri�cation of this intuitively
obvious argument�

� Illustration of our results

We now illustrate the behavior of our algorithm on three examples� The �rst is due to Lewis
and Torczon �	�� However� the �lter approach� unlike the barrier approach in �	�� can
converge even with a badly chosen positive spanning set� Indeed� one might even think it
will converge with most choices of positive spanning sets� We believe that this shows the
value of our �lter approach�

The second example justi�es our choice of the squared �� norm over the �� norm in the
de�nition of the constraint violation function� The non�smoothness of the latter may not
provide descent on h� in some of the poll directions for which h� does descend� The example
shows that since h� does not allow movement� using it can result in stalling at an infeasible
point�

The third example shows the limitations of our results there is more left to do� This
example uses all the �exibility we provide in the search as a loophole to avoid a desirable
outcome� Even with the squared �� norm� it is still possible to choose the positive spanning
sets� and to be unlucky� in a way that the limit point !x solves an problem which we wish
were a better approximation than it is to the problem we set out to solve� For this example�
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there is a strictly feasible descent direction for the objective function f from !x� This does not
contradict our results� but it does show their limitations without a suitable search scheme�

��� Example of Lewis and Torczon

Consider the linear program �	�

min
x��a�b�T

�a� �b

s�t� 	 � a � 
b � 	�

The optimal solution is !x � �� 	�T � Let us apply our algorithm with initial solution x� �
�	� 	�T and initial mesh size parameter �� �  and with a single positive spanning matrix S
constructed with the four directions ��� �T and �����T � We will not use any search
step for this example� It is pointed out in �	� that all iterations of a �barrier� pattern search
algorithm �that assigns an objective function value of �� to infeasible solutions� remain
at the origin since the polling directions that yield decrease in the objective function are
infeasible� They show that it is su�cient to take positive spanning sets that conform to the
geometry of the feasible region to overcome this di�culty�

However� our algorithm �nds the optimal solution even with this poorly chosen spanning
set since it accepts an infeasible step if it is un�ltered� Figure � displays the �rst few
iterations� The poll centers are underlined� and the functions values are between brackets�
�h�x�� f�x��� The points in the poll set are joined to the poll center by dotted lines�

Figure ��a� illustrates the iterations for which �k � � The shaded area is the feasible
region� Starting at x� � p� � �	� 	�T the algorithm evaluates both functions at ��� �
and ������ Only the trial point ���� is feasible it is however dominated by x�� The
point �� � dominates the two other trial points and is un�ltered� Iteration 	 is therefore a
successful iteration�

Let x� � p� � �� �T � The functions are evaluated at the four points around x� and
two un�ltered points are found� x� � �	� ��T and ��� ��T � Even if the iteration is successful�
the poll center p� remains at p�� Polling around p� yields �ltered points� thus iteration � is
unsuccessful� Figure � displays the �lters corresponding to the iterates in Figure ��

Figure ��b� starts at iteration � with p� � �� �T and �� � �
� � Two consecutive successful

iterations lead to p� � ��� �
�
��

T then p � �� 	�T � which is the optimal solution�

However� since the gradient is nonzero at this point� Proposition ��
 ensures that polling
around this point will eventually be successful� Indeed� as shown in Figure ��c�� iteration �
is unsuccessful� but iteration � is successful� and it generates a new most feasible infeasible
incumbent�
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Observe that the choice of the poll center is the key to the quality of the limit points
the algorithm �nds� Indeed� in this example� if one always de�ne the current center to
be the best feasible incumbent� then the iterates will stall at x�� Choosing to poll around
the most feasible infeasible incumbent moves the iterates away from x�� A poll center
selection strategy could be to alternate between these two incumbents every time the poll is
unsuccessful� Polling around the most feasible infeasible one is mostly interesting when f I is
less than fF since it might move the iterates away from a local optimum� or toward a more
interesting part of the feasible region� That way� there will be in�nitely many poll steps
around both types of incumbents� It is also worthwhile to change the positive spanning set
to enrich the set of associated directions�

Our results show that any ad hoc strategy will work for choosing pk� but we suspect that
this point in the algorithm provides an important hook for user interaction� Again� we are
indebted to Paul Frank for allowing us to observe him interact with the algorithm on exactly
this issue�

��� Choice of the constraint violation norm

We observed through small examples that choice of the norm in the de�nition of the con�
straint violation function h�x� � kC�x��k a�ects the convergence behavior�

We prefer the squared �� norm over the �� norm since it is di�erentiable whenever the
constraint function C is �see ��� for an explicit formulation of the gradient�� This means that
if there is a descent direction� then a positive spanning set will detect it with the �� norm�
but �� might miss it� This is illustrated in the following simple example�

Consider the linear program

min
x��a�b�T

b

s�t� �b � �a � b
b 	 �

The �� constraint violation function is

h��a� b� � max��a� b� 	� � max���a� b� 	� � max� � b� 	��

Let the algorithm start at the infeasible point x� � p� � �	� 	�� and let the positive
spanning set be f�� �T � ����T � �	���Tg� The iterates and the �lter are depicted in
Figure ��

Every even iteration k is successful �let � � �k�� The trial point xk�� � pk ��k�� �T is
un�ltered by Fk� Every odd iteration is unsuccessful� The three trial points are �ltered since
pk�� � pk � �	� 	�T � Therefore� the mesh size parameter is reduced at each odd iteration�

The sequence of poll centers stalls at �	� 	�T � This means that the non�di�erentiability
of h� hides the descent directions for the constraint violation function�
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Figure �� Alternation of successful and unsuccessful iterations�

If the squared �� norm is used instead of ��� then the poll center moves away from �	� 	�
to �����T as soon as the mesh size parameter drops below �

�
since h������ � ����� � 	� �

�� ��� � � �� � ��� is less then  whenever 	 � � � �
�
�

��� Illustration of the limitation of the results

Consider the optimization problem

min
x��a�b�T

b

s�t� a�� a�� b � 	�

The search and poll strategies described below are such that the algorithm goes through
in�nitely many consecutive cycles� Each cycle contains � iterations� that alternate between
successful and unsuccessful ones� We admit that the �exibility in search is exploited to
lead to a weak result� but our point is that it can happen�

Every cycle starts with a nonnegative parameter � � �
�� and with xk � ���� 	�T and

�k � ��� The function values are �h�xk�� f�xk�� � ��� � ����� 	�� The cycle goes as
follows�

� First it does a successful search step at

xk � ���� ��T�k � ���� ���T � �h� f� � �	� ���

which produces the next iterate xk�� with �k�� � �k�

� Second� it performs an unsuccessful poll step around pk�� � xk�� at the trial points

xk�� � ������T�k�� � ���� 	�T � which equals xk
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Figure �� Two cycles of four iterations�

xk�� � �	� �T�k�� � ���� 	��T � �h� f� � �	� 	��� which is �ltered by xk

xk�� � ��� 	�T�k�� � ���� ���T � �h� f� � �	� ���� which is �ltered by xk

� Third� at xk�� � xk�� and �k�� � 	k��

�
the successful search looks at two trial points

xk�� � �����	�T�k�� � ��������T � �h� f� � ���� ��������

xk�� � �������T�k�� � ���� 	�T � �h� f� � ���� ����� 	��

Both trial points are un�ltered� xk�� is chosen to be the most feasible one �i�e�� the
second one� and �k�� � �k���

� Fourth� it performs an unsuccessful poll step around pk�� � xk�� at the trial points

xk�� � �� 	�T�k�� � ���� 	�T � ��� � ����� 	�� which is �ltered by xk��

xk�� � �������T�k�� � ��������T � which is the �rst trial point of step �

xk�� � ��� ��T�k�� � ���� ���T � which is xk���

�



The cycle terminates� feeding the next one with xk�� � ���� 	�T � xk
�

and �k�� � �

�
�

	k

�
� The iterates in the cycle are illustrated in Figure ��

The sequence of unsuccessful iterates �i�e�� all iterates corresponding to the second and
fourth step of the cycles� converges to the limit point !x � �	� 	�T � There are no other limit
points�

The results of Section �� are clearly satis�ed since !x is feasible� However� there is
a strictly feasible associated direction which is also a descent direction for the objective
function�

Using De�nition ���� we see that the set of associated directions is f������T � �	� �T �
��� 	�T � �� 	�� �������T � ��� ��Tg� Theorem ��� applies� but the result f��!x s� holds only
for the directions s along which the constraint violation function is constant� i�e�� for s in
f�	� �T � ��� 	�Tg� The strictly feasible direction �����T does not belong to that set�
Corollary ��� correctly says that the polar cone �whose generators are �� 	�T and �	���T �
contains �rf�!x� � ��	� �T �
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Appendix� Generalized gradients

The contents of this appendix are taken from Clarke ���� We include it for the convenience
of the reader�

Let Y be a subset of �n� A function f � Y � � is said to satisfy a Lipschitz condition on Y
if there exists a nonnegative scalar K such that jf�y�� f�y��j � Kky� y�k for all y� y� in Y �
Let x � Y � The function is said to be Lipschitz near x if it satis�es a Lipschitz condition
on a ball of radius  around x� for some  � 	�

Let f be Lipschitz near a given point x and let v be a vector in �n� The generalized directional
derivative of f at x in the direction v is

f��x v� �� lim sup
y�x�t��

f�y � tv�� f�y�

t
�

The generalized gradient of f at x is de�ned to be the set

	f�x� �� f� � �n � f��x v� 	 vT� for all v � �ng�

The generalized directional derivative may be obtained from the generalized gradient as
follows f��x v� � maxfvT� � � � 	f�x�g�

When f is continuously di�erentiable� 	f�x� reduces to the singleton frf�x�g� and when f
is convex� it coincides with the subdi�erential�

f is said to be regular at x if for all v� the one�sided directional derivative exists and coincides
with f��x v��

The function f is said to be strictly di�erentiable at x if for all v� lim
y�x�t��

f�y � tv�� f�y�

t
�

rf�x�Tv�

If f is strictly di�erentiable at x� then f is Lipschitz near x and 	f�x� � frf�x�g

If f is Lipschitz near x and 	f�x� reduces to a singleton f�g� then f is strictly di�erentiable
at x and rf�x� � ��

If f is Lipschitz near x and is strictly di�erentiable at x� then f is regular at x�

If f is Lipschitz near x and is convex� then f is regular at x�
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